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Here’s a deal where you have an opportunity to try to match your declarer play with Joe Grue. For
those of you who are unfamiliar with the top players in this country, Joe ascended into the ranks of the
top US players in his early 20’s. He’s particularly known as a strong declarer, although a few years ago
he fell prey to one of the most brutal lapses I have ever seen in a National KO; he was declarer in 7NT
and led a small card toward dummy’s void and stated, “ruff it.” Those things happen even to the best.
I’ll give you Joe’s hand and the auction to start with. He was the dealer with none vul.
KQJ653 K10 7 10542
Joe
1
4

W
N
2
2
All Pass

E
D*

* - hearts and clubs

I gave this hand to Phil and he was kind enough to verbalize his thought process. I’m going to write this
much as he reasoned it out, although I couldn’t possibly get it word for word because our discussion
covered about 30 miles of I-70 near Columbus for me. (Don’t worry, I was using the hands free feature
in my car.)
LHO led the A, on which East will play the 10. The play problem is:
Dummy: 942 A942 J9853 A
Joe Boo: KQJ653 K10 7 10542
Phil thought as follows. LHO probably has 6 diamonds. If he also has 4 hearts, he might have doubled.
And if he has only 5 diamonds, he will almost surely be 1=3=5=4 (1, 3, 5, and 4). This is backed
up by the responsive double, which advertises at least 4-4 in the rounded suits (hearts and clubs). (Phil
didn’t bid this way when I gave him the hand first as a bidding problem, so he didn’t know about the
responsive double.) So Phil planned a diamond-club crossruff after cashing the two top hearts.
When you’re planning the play of a hand where there has been a competitive auction, you should
always try to estimate the shape(s) of the bidding opponent(s). Here, I’ve given you a softball toss to try
to hit out of the park, you should all be with Phil so far.
Now Phil was rooting for a diamond continuation, which would easily lead to his hoped-for crossruff.
But West shifted to a trump at truck 2, and East won the ace and played another trump, to which West
followed. Now you have additional shape information. What is it?
Spades are 2-2. West almost surely has 6 diamonds here, since he would likely have tried to cash a
second one if he only had 5. Note that it would be safe for him to lead a low diamond from an original
holding of AKxxx since the only diamond missing would be the Queen. If Partner has it, you’re forcing
declarer to ruff, and if declarer has it, partner will ruff.
When West has 6 diamonds, East started with exactly 2 spades (since both opponents have followed to
two rounds of spades and you have a 9-card fit) and one diamond. So East has a ten cards in hearts and
clubs. But East is unlikely to have six hearts, since that would give West a singleton heart and that
would have been a very attractive shift at trick 2 rather than the passive trump. So East is either
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2=5=1=5 or 2=4=1=6. Phil was working on counting out the West hand, and he was considering the
complementary shapes 2=2=6=3 and 2=3=6=2.
Now Phil counted his tricks. The position is:
Dummy: 9 A942 J985 A
Declarer: QJ65 K10 -- 10542
You have 1 trick in, and the defense 2. South is on lead. You can score all 5 of your spades separately,
as well as the AK and A. With your trick in the bank, that’s 9. Where is your 10th?
You’ll need to enlist the aid of the opponents. But this is from the big time, and your opponents are
unlikely to voluntarily give you a 10th trick. You will need to pressure them. And in order to pressure
them, you (usually) have to make sure that you can take all but ONE of the remaining tricks. You will
have to lose a trick somehow.
Which trick will you lose? Ah, that’s the crux of the problem. Let me show you which tricks it is wrong
for you to lose.
Error #1 – lead a club to dummy and continue with the J, planning to lose the trick to LHO. What are
you going to pitch here? A heart? Hardly, that just messes up your entries for the required ending. LHO
will play a heart; you will win in hand, ruff a club, pitch a club on the A, ruff a red card in hand, and you
will be stuck in your hand with a losing club after having shown out in both red suits. Nobody’s pitching
a club here.
Oh, you were going to pitch a club? Now, if West started with 3 clubs, he can just keep the same
number of clubs that you have, and a diamond winner. In order to take advantage of the diamonds in
dummy, you will have to cross to the A in the 2-card ending, but West will simply save a diamond and
a club and throw his club on the trick 12 heart since you will be unable to cash the club winner in your
hand at trick 13 because dummy will be on lead. This could work if West started with only two clubs,
see the three-card endings below for details.
Error #2 – duck a heart at trick 4. This once again blocks the heart suit.
Error #3 – cross to the club ace, ruff a diamond, ruff a club, and ruff a diamond. Now lead a club for the
defense to win. The ending might be:
Dummy:  A942 J9 
West:  Jx KQx Q

East:

 Qxx  KJx

Declarer: QJ K10 -- 105
You lead your club, West plays the Queen, you discard a heart, and East OVERTAKES to lead the J,
taking the last club out of your hand. That’s the 4th trick for the defense.
On the actual deal, West was dealt Kxx, but I am sure David Berkowitz will work out to play the K on
the 2nd round of clubs since he will see that keeping the club King is poison. But most of the defenders
you will play are not up to this play, so you would survive this error most of the time when West was
dealt Kxx.
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The right answer, though, succeeds no matter what West was dealt:
Cross to the club ace, ruff a diamond, and duck a club, pitching a heart from dummy. Suppose West
wins and forces you with a diamond. You ruff, ruff a club, and ruff a diamond. The position will now be
one of two possibilities:
Dummy:  A94 J 
West:  Jx(x) Q(x) 

East:

 Qx(x)  Q(J)

Declarer: Q K10 -- 10
Here, both East and West may currently be holding only one of their two cards in parentheses, and
additionally at least one of them must keep 3 hearts.
If they BOTH guard hearts, when you lead your last trump West must either pitch his last diamond,
establishing dummy’s J, or unguard hearts. If West unguards hearts, you will throw dummy’s diamond
and East will have the option of throwing away his last high club, establishing your 10, or also throwing
his 3rd heart, in which case dummy’s long heart will take the last trick.
If either fails to keep 3 hearts in the 4-card ending, their partner will just be squeezed between their
long heart and their minor suit winner. This is actually a pretty easy squeeze to run, because you only
have to watch for the KQ and KQJ. If the clubs in your hand had been 5432, you would have had to
count all 8 of the defensive clubs to know whether your last club was a winner at trick 11. For Joe, of
course, it was no problem. But many of you should have gotten this right with my guidance here. That’s
OK, once you have seen it work, you may find occasion to use the same idea in a different setting.

